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By Master Vaughn
When entering the study of traditional
martial art, one should realize that he/she is
now volunteering to submit to the authority,
the discipline, and the ethics associated with
martial art training. This discipline is
necessary because of the serious nature of
martial art. At the same time, the instructor
takes on the rule of a caring mentor.
The instructor’s authority rests as a
sacred trust, not to be ignored or abused.
Each has the responsibility to pass on the
traditional values handed down through the
centuries from instructor to student. These
values are represented in the tenets and
codes we repeat in every class.
As the student progresses, he should
develop a deeper understanding of these
principles and demonstrate understanding of
the responsibility of becoming a formidable
warrior. While incorporating these tenets and
codes into his everyday life, the student’s
behavior changes in a very positive way.
This is evidenced by the display of improved
manners to all of the people around him.
Traditional martial art history is rife with
stories of how the ancient warriors were
graded not only by their martial skills, but
also by how they conducted their affairs with
a high degree of exemplary manners. This
was especially evident when they interacted
with other artists, even when those soldiers
were on the side of the enemy.
At least part of the reason for this show
of mutual respect was due to the custom
back then of the duel. A duel could spring
forth when an offense was claimed by one
artist to another, whether real or imagined.
A purer reason for this high degree of
etiquette was a belief in the superior man,
one who displayed etiquette in all his
dealings with others. This person would be
the top pick for leadership positions in his
country.
Leaping forward to today, we are still
concerned with teaching the traditional
etiquette handed down from instructor to

student. Through this practice, the real
beauty of martial art training is demonstrated.
To become an instructor at Vaughn’s
Dojang, the Black Belt goes through years of
training where one of the requirements is to
humble one’s self to the rules of martial art
etiquette. While self-defense is what most
children are seeking in training, parents, on
the other hand, have other expectations
when enrolling their children. They want to
see more intangible improvements in their
child; improvements such as self-confidence,
self-esteem, and yes, also improvement in
their child’s manners.
As instructors, we try very hard to meet
the expectations of both parent and student.
To achieve these worthy goals, it is vital that
the student comes to see his/her instructor
not just as a task master, but as a special
person in his life whom he learns to respect,
and as someone whom he wishes to please.
I tell parents all of the time, if their child
misbehaves at home, warning him with, “I’m
going to tell your instructor,” can usually bring
about a positive change in that child’s
behavior. Cooperation between the parent
and the instructor has to happen if this is to
work, and is vital for the student to absorb
the material, and for the student to benefit
from the invaluable lessons available to him.
Martial art training is unique in that
besides working on one’s self defense, the
student is encouraged to work on character
development to become a better human
being. The foundation of training is based on
a strong relationship formed between the
student and his instructors.
The parent has a responsibility in this
relationship also. Any disparaging remark
about the student’s instructor by a parent,
overheard by the student, weakens the
respect of the student towards his instructor.
Our instructors are all very dedicated to
the mission of passing on the wonderful
discipline of Tang Soo Do. They each have
(Continued on page 2)
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serious in the performance of their duties,
and the caring of each student.
I have produced this statement in the
years of training before they were
hope of explaining how an education in
internationally certified to teach. They
Tang Soo Do training progresses, and to
each are required to attend at least one
bring to light the value of cooperation
Black Belt class per week, as well as the
between instructors and parents. Our
instructor class held every other month.
instructors go through strict training and,
The instructors are highly trained and
for the most part, they all perform their
motivated to accomplish the job of
duties in excellent fashion, but we must
teaching and guiding each student to
remember we all are human, and that we
conform to the discipline of Tang Soo Do, can sometimes make mistakes.
and to help each student achieve his very
When mistakes happen, we wish
best. I can state with assurance that all of
them be pointed out to us, so we may
our instructors are very dedicated and
correct the offense and restore harmony.
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(Continued from page 1)

Our request is only this: when bringing to
light mistakes we may have made, we ask
that the person bringing this complaint
forward do so through the proper
channels (usually through the student’s
instructor).
Our hope in sending out this
message is to point out the value and the
importance of maintaining martial art
protocol in the study of traditional Tang
Soo Do, and also to impress upon
everyone how it plays a major role in each
student’s education, and in each
instructor’s ability to teach.

Testing Your Knowledge
By Scott Thompson, Sam Dan

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

2000

d.

1500

The word “Do” in Tang Soo Do means...
a. Way of life or art
b. Self-defense

c.

Punch or strike

d.

Ancient fighting style

In the Um-Yang symbol, the red section represents...
a. Brotherhood and unity b. Perfection

c.

Night, dark, feminine

d.

Day, light, active, masculine

The command to do a hyung without a count is…
a. E Kyung Yet
b. Choon Bee

c.

Kuy Ryung Up Shi

d.

Kuy Ryung E Mat Cho So

The Korean flag is called…
a. Tae Keuk Ki

Hyup Hoi Ki

c.

Kukji

d.

Bae Rye

Grandmaster Jae C. Shin was born in the year...
a. 1945
b. 1930

c.

1941

d.

1936

Which if the following is NOT a vital point...
a. Shin
b. Armpit

c.

Elbow

d.

Achilles tendon

The Korean term for breaking is…
a. Kup So
b. Kyuck Pa

c.

Nak Bup

d.

Dae Ryun

The Korean term for respect is...
a. Chung Shim
b.

c. Kyum Son

d.

Chon Kyung

b.

Weh Kong

10. The minimum length of training required before becoming eligible to test for Cho Dan Bo is...
a. 24 months
b. 12 months
c. 18 months
d.

3. d

4. c

5. a

6. d

7. c

8. b

9. d

10. a
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48 months

2. a

3.

c.

1. c

2.

Tang Soo Do is about _______ years old
a. 600
b. 3000
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Master’s Camp
By Scott Summers, Sam Dan
Try to remember the
first tournament you
attended as a Gup student,
or the first time you went to
Black Belt Camp, or the first
time you tested for Cho Dan
Bo (or your Black Belt test).
You worked hard preparing
for that opportunity. You
were nervous and excited all
at the same time. Now
imagine all of those first-time
events occurring at the
same time, and you start to
get a sense of what Master’s
Camp feels like to the first-timer. It is
even more intense when you come from
Region 8, as the expectation to perform is
that much higher.
To be nominated for Master’s Camp,
you need to be an active member of the
Region 8 Leadership Class or Instructor’s
Class (for people who own studios) for at
least 2-3 years. You need to have been
active in studio, regional, and association
activities before and during the time you
are in Leadership Class. You need be an
active instructor in a studio and be a
registered judge in the association. You
are expected to be an active member in
your community and possibly be involved
in other martial arts (e.g., Hapkido or Qi
Kong).
Once nominated, you are required to
attend two evaluation sessions, where
both the Regional director and other
senior Dan instructors evaluate both your
physical and technical readiness. This is
no small task and was a huge revelation
to me as to how ill-prepared I was for
camp. At this level, every aspect of your
technique is dissected, analyzed, and
evaluated. This is not a scare technique,
although I did see some people decide
not to attend because of this, but rather a
reminder of what it takes to achieve this
level.
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Now if you are up to the challenge,
the experience is indescribable, but well
worth the trip. On Thursday, we flew from
Philadelphia to Nashville, Tennessee, and
then drove two hours to Florence,
Alabama (to the University of Northern
Alabama). The VFMA group has its
traditional stop at the Waffle House about
an hour into the trip, but we needed to
remember that first and second-year
attendees need to arrive by 1PM (or so
we thought). So arrive we did, at
12:50PM, only to find out that I probably
should have been there by 12PM. Oh
well, knowledge for next year.
I quickly changed into my dobohk and
was shuttled off to meet the other
members of my class for our first
afternoon session. There were 49 of us
(26 first-year and 23 second-year
attendees). I was number 38, which I
proudly pronounced every morning and
evening during roll call. For the next twoand-a-half days, we practiced with
different Masters, from all over the
association, who worked with us to
continue to refine every aspect of our
technique. Even though you thought you
were prepared, you should expect to
arrive with an open mind and plan to learn
more. You quickly learn that you need to
find a balance between pushing yourself
while also
pacing yourself
for the test that
comes at the
end.

Finally, the moment
you have worked for arrives.
You hope that the 3-6
months of training you did at
your studio, the time you
spent with other instructors
and Masters (in your studio
and possibly outside your
studio), and the last twoand-a-half days of focused
training pays off. You enter
the testing floor, believing in
yourself and believing this is
your moment. You leave
everything on the floor in the
end, and the last thing you want is to hear
yourself say, “I wish I would have tried a
little harder.”
When the test is over, you are
exhausted, elated, and overjoyed, but it is
not over yet. When you return to the hotel
that night, dozens, possibly a hundred, of
your fellow Black Belts are there to greet
and congratulate you for a job well done.
You celebrate into the night, and
eventually collapse, exhausted, onto your
bed.
The next morning, everyone gathers
for some closing announcements and
annual awards, and you start the journey
back home. For the VMFA group, that
was a two-hour drive back to Nashville,
lunch at the airport, and then an early
evening flight home, where my loving wife
greeted me. These words only begin to
scratch the surface of things I
experienced at my first Master’s Camp
and it is something you must experience
to appreciate. I cannot wait for next year!
I want to take this moment to thank
Master Vaughn, Master Lipstein, and
Master Altiere for having the faith in me to
nominate me for this camp. I want to
thank all the other instructors in the studio
who helped me train for this event.
Finally, I want to thank my family, and
especially my wife for continuing to
support me through these last 6 months.
Tang Soo!!
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My Experience at the WTSDA Region 8 Black Belt Test
By Aarya Bhoir, Cho Dan Bo
As I walked through the crowded
gym, I knew that I had reached a very
important stage in Tang Soo Do—my first
Black Belt test. I knew that I had trained
for this day and passed through Gup belts
to get here as a Cho Dan Bo. As I kept
walking, I was confident that I was ready.
The first challenge was the written
exam. I sat there reading through the
questions, answering them and moving
on. The test was a bit easy for me
because I had practiced taking this test
before and was fully prepared for any
question. In fact, I had practiced various
available tests on the Dojang website at
least 10 times in the last 3 weeks. The
practice during combined Cho Dan
Bo/Black Belt classes helped a lot. As I
finished answering all the questions, I
rechecked my work and I was confident
that I did very well. I handed my test
paper in and took a deep breath. Half of
the test was completed and with a smile
on my face, I headed to where my parents
were sitting.
I saw a few candidates whom I had
met at various tournaments and some
from the Black Belt Camp last year.
Encouraging words from my seniors and
instructors made me feel good and
relaxed.
The physical exam began right on
schedule, shortly after all the candidates
finished their written test. I took the test
as a book, as Master Altiere had always
told us. We started with a light warm-up
and moved on to hand techniques. I put
all my power, effort and confidence into
them. I took the same approach for foot
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techniques as well. I put all my effort in
this endurance testing and I was smiling.
I was telling myself that I was here for a
reason and I put no doubt in myself, only
confidence that I was trying my best.
Jump kicks was the chapter that really
took away my breath later. The
conductors made us do strange kicks that
I never had done before. I kept my eye
contact, concentration, and power on the
target as if it were an opponent. While I
was doing my jump kicks, my partner was
encouraging me and I did the same. And
within no time, jump kicks were
completed. The next step was testing
hyung (forms). I did the best forms I could
do. All the concentration, eye contact and
power was on the imaginary target. We
progressed through open-hand forms and
staff forms too. Only a couple of Cho Dan
Bos were called up to do a form again, but
that was minimal retest. Hyungs were
followed by reality situations. One of the
conductors did a choke from behind and a
shoulder grab. I saw different variations
of the same technique from candidates
and all of them did work. Break-falls were
as easy as I would perform in the Dojang.
I made sure to kihap loudly for each
break-fall.
Sparring was intense though. We did
one-on-one sparring and two-on-one
sparring. My opponents were tough but I
used a technique of fighting one at a time
and it worked wonderfully! We switched
until the judges asked us to stop. I was
sweating but I was smiling. I was ready
for breaks. During practice at home, I
was not able to break every time but I was

not nervous at the test, at all. I easily did
a hammer fist break and wheel kick break,
but I couldn’t do the jump 180 break. I
was quite satisfied with my performance
so far, though.
The test was over and in my mind, I
was so proud that I cried. I cried even
more when they announced that I was
one of the two candidates scoring 100
percent on the written test. That was a
moment to remember. My instructors,
masters, colleagues and parents
congratulated me and it was really an
overwhelming experience.
The Black Belt test doesn’t just test
you to evaluate if you know what it takes
to become a Black Belt, it also helps you
learn a form better or maybe a few more
sparring techniques. It’s a pleasant
experience for everyone, not just those
testing, but lower belts as well, because
everyone who is persistent in Tang Soo
Do will end up here testing for Black Belt.
This is the place where you get to show
what you know. It only matters if you had
fun and tried your best. So, the next time
there is a Black Belt test, make sure you
go.
The test was the most exciting thing
in my life so far. My journey up to now
was possible because of Vaughn’s
Dojang family. I’m thankful to Master
Vaughn, Master Lipstein, Dr. Rosenkrans,
Master Altiere, Mr. Summers (my Tiny
Tiger Instructor), Mr. Buckwalter, Mr.
Braun and all my senior Dans for their
guidance.
Tang Soo!!!
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My Sam Dan Test
By Rick Braun, E Dan
A couple of weeks ago, I realized that
I have been training under Master Vaughn
for nearly ten years. These years have
gone by so unbelievably fast and have
been so beneficial to me in ways that I
cannot express. I took my Sam Dan
Black Belt test on April 22. Wow! Sam
Dan! When I started training with my son
Michael those many years ago, it was to
help him with self-confidence and physical
stamina. Little did I know that Tang Soo
Do was to become such a part of my life
and take me on this incredible journey.
Much like training for my past Dan
tests, training for my Sam Dan test started
very soon after my E Dan test in 2013.
After seeing my friends and instructors
performing the advanced hyung I would
need for Sam Dan (Jin Do, Naihanchi
Sam Dan, the Dan Gum and Jang Gum
forms), I wanted to learn those forms and
train with them as soon as I could. Over
the past three-and-a-half years, Master
Vaughn, my instructors and so many of
my friends, mentors, and students have
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helped, corrected, and provided
encouragement along the way and I am
so very grateful.
The day of my Sam Dan test,
everyone who saw me that morning could
tell how anxious I was. My biggest
challenge has always been that I am my
own worst critic and I feared being called
up to re-do a hyung. I knew I had trained
hard and that Masters Vaughn, Altiere
and Lipstein, along with Doc Rosenkrans
and my mentor Doc Thompson had
prepared me. The question in my mind
was would I forget something or have to
re-do my favorite weapons hyungs, the
sword or knife hyung. It was very
comforting and disconcerting at the same
time to see familiar faces on the testing
panel. Master Lipstein, Dr. Rosenkrans
and Mr. Summers were there watching
me from behind the table and grading me.
I had been through the maintenance tests
before with “Eagle-Eye” Master Lipstein
catching everything, but I certainly didn’t
want to disappoint any of them with a poor

performance from me in front of their
peers. I was never called up to re-do a
hyung (phew), but the entire group was
called up to the panel multiple times to
improve our intensity and techniques,
which I could tell from where I was
standing were definitely in need of
improvement.
In the end, I think I performed well,
although I do need to make one of my
breaks in class and “re-do” one of them
since Master Lipstein (remember “EagleEye”?), caught me doing a slight stagger
step for a front leg side-kick break. I also
need to re-dedicate myself to Hapkido
because a lot of what I thought I knew and
had practiced went out the window at the
test.
I want to once more thank Masters
Vaughn, Altiere, Lipstein, Doc
Rosenkrans, Doc Thompson and all of my
friends at Vaughn’s Dojang for helping me
along this journey.
Tang Soo!
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Vaughn’s 2nd Annual Hobby Day
By Wayne Rosenkrans, Sah Dan
On Saturday, April 8th, a large group
of Vaughn’s students enjoyed each
other’s company and an exchange of
favorite occupations outside the studio.
Young and old, parents and kids,
instructors and students all brought their
hobbies to share with one another at the
2nd annual Vaughn’s Hobby Day. We
learned about die cast car collections,
coin and stamp collections, Lego builds,
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flying model airplanes, collectible spoons,
and how families traveled in the ‘20s. We
heard performances on saxophone and
flute as well as vocal, story-telling, and
dance performances. Many spent the
time to meticulously label their collections
and talk to people admiring their work.
The food tables were full of good things to
eat provided by studio members to set the
mood for the day.

Congratulations and thank you to
everybody who brought something to
share, and start thinking about what YOU
might bring next year for the 3rd Annual
Vaughn’s Hobby Day!
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How to Prepare for Black Belt Camp
If you are reading this to get some
tips to attend your first Black Belt Camp, a
hearty congratulations to you! You have
worked hard and have made a lot of
sacrifices to get to this point. Now it is
time for you to reap one of the many
benefits of being a Cho Dan Bo in the
World Tang Soo Do Association. Black
Belt Camp is one of my favorite TSD
events. It is a gathering of all Cho Dan
Bos and Black Belts in Region 8. It is
getting to be quite the reunion. As with
any time spent away, proper packing will
ease your adventure. You have filled out
your application and submitted it before
the deadline. Bring the camp schedule
with you and keep it with you at all times
so you can refer to the itinerary as
needed—especially when it comes to
deciding which breakout sessions you
would like to attend.
As far as packing, a checklist is
provided at the end of the Parents’ Guide
for Youth Camp, available with the online
registration materials. Some important
items are highlighted here as well. Pack
some hydrating liquid of your choice or
water and plenty of it. You will need this,
especially if it is very hot. Healthy snacks
are also advised since you do not eat right
away in the mornings. Also, bring a basic
pain reliever in case you strain a muscle,
get a headache, etc. in addition to any
other medication you need on a daily
basis. Sunblock is always a necessity
unless it’s raining all day both days. You
will be outside for long periods of time.
When applying sunblock—this is

important—besides your face and hands,
LOTION THE TOPS OF YOUR FEET
AND THE “V” OF YOUR NECK FROM
YOUR UNIFORM! Each year someone
forgets to do this and it’s very
uncomfortable for days.
It is always a challenge as to what to
do with your room key while training.
Some bring small waist bags, others pin
their room key to their uniform (yikes),
others put it on a lanyard around their
neck, etc. I bring a small bag and keep
essentials on hand at all times; key, lotion,
water, Motrin, etc. Find a way to keep
track of the room key; if you lose it, it’ll
cost you as much as $70 to get another!
As far as footwear, bring comfortable
shoes. These should be shoes you can
do TSD in while wearing your dobohk.
Bring another pair of shoes to wear in the
dorm, especially to and from the showers.
TSD tops/t-shirts should be worn in
the evenings to the lectures. This is not
the time or place to wear your cami or
muscle shirt alone. You can wear shorts
or pants in the evenings, your discretion—
it’s usually very warm in the gym during
these summer nights. Bring 4 t-shirts at a
minimum. A dry t-shirt never felt so good.
If you have more than one dobohk, bring
the extra too.
As far as bedding, I just bring a
sleeping bag/pillow and put it on the bed.
That way you don’t have to worry about
sheets. Or you can bring twin-size sheets
instead if you prefer. An alarm clock will
be helpful, but if you forget, ask your
neighbor to knock on your door. One of

your TSD family members will be glad to
help out. You do not want to be late to
line up at Black Belt camp.
Last, but certainly not least,
remember your protocol. By choosing to
bring TSD in your life, you have willingly
agreed to embrace its foundation. TSD is
based on thousands of years of tradition
and protocol. There are specific ways
and procedures in addressing and
communicating with your fellow brothers
of senior/junior rank. As Black Belts and
Black Belts “in waiting,” this should be
very evident by your behavior. You
should bow to all senior rank attendees
and return any bow from junior rank. By
attending BB Camp, you have been
endorsed by your master/instructor who is
confident in your appropriate conduct.
Poor conduct by you reflects on your
master, your school, and yourself. BB
Camp is a time for celebration of your own
achievements and those around you, not
a time for embarrassment. When in
doubt, bow.
So, aside from hydration/first
aid/storage/apparel/sleeping requirements
and protocol, remember to bring the most
important thing of all, your enthusiasm
and your willingness to learn. We are all
white belts again when we go to camp.
We are there as comrades inspecting our
own achievements. You will form new
friendships and learn new things. You will
rediscover how passionate about Tang
Soo Do you really are! Enjoy yourself!

Black Belt Camp Packing Checklist

Directions to camp
Itinerary
Dobohk(s) & belt
Bong
Sparring gear
Other equipment as needed for breakout sessions
(dan gum, nunchucks, sword, cane, boards)

Rule book (if attending judging clinic)
Drinks (water, sports drinks, etc.)
Healthy snacks
Pain reliever
Daily medications, if any
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Sunscreen
Bag/pack/storage solution for room key, lotion, etc.
Comfortable shoes/sneakers for training
Shoes/sandals for dorms (to/from showers)
TSD T-shirts
Shorts or pants for evenings
Sleeping bag or twin sheets
Pillow
Towels, wash cloths, toiletries
Alarm clock
Swim suit and sports equipment (optional) for Youth
camp
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Vaughn’s Students Do Living History in Valley Forge
By Wayne Rosenkrans, Sah Dan
These folks don't just do Martial Arts (Black Belts
all), but also contribute to keeping the memory of
the World War II era alive. Also members of the
Victory Society doing Home Front living history
from the WWII era, four of Vaughn’s students
were at the WWII Weekend at the Freedoms
Foundation May 6 and 7, educating the public on
the early 1940s and what life was like at home
while war raged elsewhere.

Tori Yetnick, 1942 (the year the Motor Corps
was reactivated) ARC Motor Corps driver
having just finished inspecting her car and
preparing to install new tags. Tori was the
only one in her 10th grade history class that
knew what happened on December 7, 1941.

Matt Golden, flight cadet. He is about
the age the cadets started their training
in Piper Cubs and PT-17s. Amazing to
think in another year they would be
flying fighters and bombers in anger.

Lacey Golden, 1944 American Red
Cross (ARC) Motor Corps Lieutenant
off to pick up a sailor from the
hospital.

Wayne Rosenkrans, Manhatten (not misspelled) Project physicist
and another Victory Society member have a conversation with a
real Rosie the Riveter who helped build B-26 Marauder engine
nacelles during the war.

All of the uniforms worn here are original and assembled over many years. It’s
during these events that you have wonderful conversations such as one with a
B-17 pilot nearly shot down over Italy who nursed his plane and crew home on
one good engine and one at half power (the B-17 couldn't maintain altitude on a
single engine). Or a lovely young-at-heart lady who grew up in New Mexico
wearing flour-sack dresses and spent the war crammed inside engine nacelles
preparing engine mounts. These people are in their mid to upper 90s now and
we’re losing them very fast. Stories like these are why we do this.
Dragon’s Den
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Tang Soo Do Word Find
By Teresa Otto, Cho Dan

Translate all of the English terms to Korean to find them in the puzzle.
1. Fighting Stance
6. Begin
2. Form or Pattern
7. Attention
3. Self-defense
8. Knife hand defense and reverse punch, fighting stance
4. Breaking
9. Side Kick
5. Spear Hand
10. Axe Kick
Answers: 1. HuKulJaSeh, 2. Hyung, 3. HoSinSul, 4. KyuckPa, 5. KwanSoo, 6. ShiJak, 7. ChaRyut , 8. YukJin,
9. YupChaKi, 10. CchickKi
Dragon’s Den
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Winter Tournament
By Arnav Gupta, Cho Dan
The tournament was great! I had a
ton of fun competing with other people
from other studios. Getting trophies is a
great thing, but making friends and having
fun is more important. You could get
trading cards, souvenirs, and food. I met
a lot of people I recognized from Black
Belt camp and the studio. I didn’t get first
place, but I got third and that’s OK. It isn’t
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about winning trophies; it’s about testing
yourself against others—evaluating
yourself to get better and more prepared
for tests and other tournaments in the
future. The challenge isn’t doing better
than others; it’s about making yourself
and your technique better.
The competition was tough with all
the people in the ring. We all had one

thing in common—the Tang Soo Do spirit
that helped us achieve Black Belt. It was
great fun watching everyone else from
Vaughn’s Dojang compete. The
tournament was long and many people
came, 545 people to be exact. The forms
and sparring matches were really fun to
watch and I even made a new friend!
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Healthy Kids Day
By Wayne Rosenkrans, Sah Dan
On Saturday, April 29, the senior
demo team members and All Stars
assisted Dr. Painter and his class to stage
a demo for Healthy Kids Day at the
Phoenixville YMCA. Dr. Painter narrated
while I conducted the half-hour event. We
divided the time into five sections run
somewhat as a class would be. I had the
group line up in reverse order, i.e., White
and Orange belts in front, then ran a few
basic drills for all, had the White and
Orange belts step off, ran a few
intermediate drills, then had the Green
and Brown belts step off, and then ran a

few advanced drills with the Cho Dan Bos
and Black Belts. Everybody then lined up
again in reverse order and we did the
same thing for hyung, extending a bit to
show some of the Black Belt forms and
ending with Miss Tori Yetnick doing Jin
Do. We did the same thing for weapons
forms, having Miss Yetnick and Miss
Teresa Otto do the knife form and ending
with Miss Yetnick doing the sword form.
We then had three groups spar—a belt
tag group in the center, a Gup group, and
a Black Belt group. That was followed by
the whole Phoenixville class doing some

breaking, and finishing with Mr. Matt
Golden and Mr. Suri Yadav both doing a
three-board break. Miss Yetnick, Miss
Otto, and Mr. Golden then performed the
bong form the demo team had worked up
and we finished exactly on time.
There was a huge crowd at the event,
and quite a few people watching our
performance. Major kudos to Dr.
Painter’s class, the senior demo folks, and
All Stars for pulling off such a fine
performance without any rehearsal!!

Dojang Spring Cleaning
By Master Altiere
On Saturday,
May 6th, while the
weather was a little
gloomy, almost 40
students arrived with
smiles and much
energy to complete
our annual spring
cleaning. The “mat
team“ was the first team to arrive at 7 AM.
Their team grew as the morning went on.
The entire cleaning project was completed

Dragon’s Den

in less than four hours. All of our students
worked hard to complete this important
project. We assigned approximately ten
teams to complete various task; including
cleaning the bathrooms, mats, windows,
wood trim, locker rooms, offices, attics,
closets, mirrors, targets, trophies, vents,
display cabinets, rearranging the belts,
etc.
I was very proud of our students.
They focused on the job at hand and took
a lot of pride in cleaning our studio. Many

of our students’ parents also helped. It is
true many hands make for light work.
Thank you for demonstrating our 14th
Attitude Requirement. A special thanks
goes to Dr. Thompson for supplying
coffee and donuts.
All of our students should be proud of
what they accomplished on May 6th.
They executed the 14th Attitude
Requirement, demonstrated teamwork,
and made some new friends. Tang Soo!
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville YMCA

Aditi Choudari, Alex Petriw
Emily Hoang, Dung Hoang

And To Our Newest Cho Dan Bos:
Vasu Bansal

Dragon’s Den

Ali Flores

Nate Flores

Chet Mittal

Krisha Shinde

Edith Shean-Hammond
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